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10 little rubber ducks overboard! Get swept away on a high-seas voyage of discovery
with 10 little rubber ducks as they float to every part of the world. They all find
adventure, but one duck finds something very special!
Get swept away with 10 little rubber ducks (Book with sound chip) rubber ducks one
after the other... delivered to children everywhere. But when a storm strikes, 10 little
ducks are tossed into the sea and swept away in 10 different directions - with some
wonderfully unexpected adventures along the way. Carle, explores numbers, directions,
opposites, geography, animals and more in an extraordinary interactive picture book,
beautifully illustrated with his unique collage-style art. And for a final surprise, the last
page contains a duck with a squeaking sound chip for a special treat at the end of the
story
Count from one to ten as Mommy and baby count their hugs throughout the day. From
one nuzzle-wuzzle wake-up hug, to four "I'll always catch you!" sliding hugs, all the way
to ten "I love you!" good-night hugs, this book captures some of the special moments
mother and child share. In the style of Karen Katz's COUNTING KISSES, this is a
simple, fun, bright book that mommies will love to read with their little ones.
Hatberry Shoeberry In my canoeberry Under the bridge And over the dam Looking for
berries Berries for jam They're off...a boy and an endearing, rhyme-spouting bear, who
squires him through a fantastic world of berries. And their adventure comes to a
razzamatazz finale under a starberry sky. Children will want to feast again and again on
Bruce Degen's exuberant, colorful pictures and his rollicking, berryful rhymes. A young
boy and a bear joyously romp through the land of berries where there are raspberry
rabbits and a brassberry band with elephants skating on strawberry jam!Bruce Degen's
exuberant tale, with his equally energetic and vibrant illustrations, is now a quality board
book.
Lift the flaps to discover the animals being described.
A CHRISTMAS CLASSIC FROM THE CREATOR OF THE VERY HUNGRY
CATERPILLAR Eric Carle's only Christmas story is now a board book! Eric Carle's
DREAM SNOW has become a contemporary Christmas classic since it was published
more than a decade ago. Now it's the perfect board book for a new generation of Carle
fans. The edition includes board-book versions of the marvellous novelty elements that
made the original so special - peekaboo animals hidden under the snow, the
shimmering tree decorated for the holiday and glittery snowflakes on the cover. It's full
of surprises as the Santa-like farmer dreams of snow on Christmas Eve, and wakes to
discover real snow has fallen, just in time for him to give gifts to his cherished animals.
Imaginative and multi-sensory, it's a Christmas book that reveals the wonder of the
season.
When a violent ocean storm causes a crate holding assorted plastic tub toys -including one resilient little duck -- to wash overboard, the course of Ducky's life alters
drastically. This engaging story based on a real event includes an author's note.
A protected lamb and an independent butterfly discuss their different ways of living.
A young boy encounters all sorts of cats while searching for the one he lost.
Max the duck is cooking up an amazing soup. But what's this? A feather floating in the soup!
And where's Max? Brody the dog, Dakota the cat, and Bebe the bird race about in their
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hilarious search for the missing Max. But remember, sometimes things just aren't as they
appear.
Ducky Duckling has a rainy day adventure, but when the rain stops he feels sad.
The chameleon's life was not very exciting until the day it discovered it could change not only
its color but its shape and size,too. When it saw the wonderful animals in the zoo, it
immediately wanted to be like them -- and ended up like all of them at once -- with hilarious
results.
Ten little caterpillars are out and about in our big, wide world--come join them! You never know
what you might find. . . . A butterfly, perhaps? Readers of all ages have celebrated the work of
Bill Martin Jr and Lois Ehlert ever since their first collaboration on Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
more than twenty-five years ago. Now these two picture-book geniuses are together again in
this dynamic and visually stunning counting-and-natural history picture book that's just perfect
for reading aloud--and comes complete with a glossary filled with intriguing information about
all of the caterpillar stars!
"Perfect for reading aloud, this counting book not only contains bright bold illustrations but also
has lots of . . . sound effects that children will love to replicate." -- BOOKLIST Down by the
marsh, by the sleepy, slimy marsh, one duck gets stuck in the muck . . . Can two fish, tails
going swish, help? What about three moose, munching on spruce? Bright, spirited illustrations
by Jane Chapman enhance this one-of-a-kind counting tale by Phyllis Root - a feast of sounds
and numbers that will have listeners scrambling to join in the slippy, sloppy fun.
Sidman’s lyrical poetry and Krommes’ charming illustrations illuminate this intriguing shape
found all throughout the universe. Young readers will enjoy discovering all of the different
spirals in nature in this ebook edition. What makes the tiny snail shell so beautiful? Why does
that shape occur in nature over and over again—in rushing rivers, in a flower bud, even inside
your ear? With simplicity and grace, Sidman and Krommes not only reveal the many spirals in
nature—from fiddleheads to elephant tusks, from crashing waves to spiraling galaxies—but also
celebrate the beauty and usefulness of this fascinating shape.
Selected by The New York Times Book Review as a Notable Book of the Year A revelatory
tale of science, adventure, and modern myth. When the writer Donovan Hohn heard of the
mysterious loss of thousands of bath toys at sea, he figured he would interview a few
oceanographers, talk to a few beachcombers, and read up on Arctic science and geography.
But questions can be like ocean currents: wade in too far, and they carry you away. Hohn's
accidental odyssey pulls him into the secretive world of shipping conglomerates, the daring
work of Arctic researchers, the lunatic risks of maverick sailors, and the shadowy world of
Chinese toy factories. Moby-Duck is a journey into the heart of the sea and an adventure
through science, myth, the global economy, and some of the worst weather imaginable. With
each new discovery, Hohn learns of another loose thread, and with each successive chase, he
comes closer to understanding where his castaway quarry comes from and where it goes. In
the grand tradition of Tony Horwitz and David Quammen, Moby-Duck is a compulsively
readable narrative of whimsy and curiosity.

From beloved author-illustrator Eric Carle comes this brand-new interactive board
book that features sweet text about baby love and touch-and-feel elements
throughout! You’re my little bear cub Both playful and shy You’re my little baby
bird Together we will fly Loving parents throughout the animal kingdom dote on
their little babies in this sweet novelty book perfect for showing a baby how they
are loved, whether by a parent, grandparent, aunt, uncle, or other caring figure in
a child’s life. With Eric Carle’s classic and colorful artwork and tender text that
rhymes, this book is a perfect addition to every Eric Carle collection!
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Little ones learn classic finger play and nursery rhymes in the second book in
Scholastic's Fingers & Toes series, the adorable Five Little Monkeys! Five little
monkeys, jumping on the bed. One fell off and bumped his head. Mama called
the doctor and the doctor said, "No more monkeys jumping on the bed!" The
Fingers & Toes series is a new take on familiar action rhyme / finger play
classics. With bold, bright colors from Natalie Marshall; picture guides to help
readers act out the hand / foot movements; and tabs throughout; this novelty
board book encourages parent-child interactions while also introducing important
preschool-readiness skills. Plus, it's fun!
All the animals make their characteristic noises, but Rubber Duckie doesn't make
a sound
Discover this snakes coloring book for kids. Children of all ages can use this
book with friends as well as their family who love snakes. Snakes can be very big
creatures or even come in small sizes that's why in this coloring book are big and
small snake coloring pages. Kids can grab all of their favorite colors and make
the snakes look good afterwards.
Never having seen his mother, a baby bird makes humorous mistakes trying to
find her. On board pages.
Come along for the ride as a busy toy locomotive makes its rounds through a
bustling playroom. Featuring rhyming couplets and bright, bold illustrations, this
story is sure to be a hit with young train lovers.
Turn the dial to make the ducks go over the hill and far away, then see if you can
find them hidden on the next page. Perfect for introducing of reinforcing early
subtraction and addition skills.
As ten rubber ducks participate in a race, one by one they drop out until only one
is left, in a story that features ten rubber ducks appearing through the die-cut
pages, one of which squeaks when pressed.
An award-winning author/illustrator team offers a fresh look at the times and transitions all
toddlers face daily, giving young children the tools to handle routines with confidence and
cooperation. Being dropped off at childcare or cared for by a baby-sitter means saying goodbye to Mom or Dad—and for many toddlers, bye-bye is a big deal. This gentle book helps ease
the transition with simple rituals: hugs and kisses, a big wave, a deep breath, and the
confidence to seek comfort with the new caregiver or other children. Toddlers learn that goodbye isn’t forever, it’s just for a while. Part of the Toddler Tools series, Bye-Bye Time can be
shared before (or during) the desired “time,” or whenever toddlers need encouragement with
routines. Includes tips for parents and caregivers.
Penguin is very demanding and must learn to use his manners and say please.
Manners start with a smile—then you add the words. There are polite words to use when you
greet someone, ask for something, or (oops!) make a mistake. There’s even a nice way to say
no. This book gives toddlers a head start on manners, setting the stage for social skills that will
last a lifetime. Includes tips for parents and caregivers.
Eco facts come to light as a plastic duck narrates this beautifully illustrated true story of
thousands of bath toys that were lost at sea and swept to the four corners of the Pacific. If a
shipping container filled with 28,000 plastic ducks spilled into the Pacific Ocean, where would
all those ducks go? Inspired by a real incident, this captivating and innovative look at the
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pollution crisis in our oceans follows one of the ducks as it is washed away on ocean currents,
encountering plastic-endangered whales and sea turtles and passing through the giant floating
island of marine debris known as the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. From the author-illustrator
of the acclaimed Curiosity: The Story of a Mars Rover comes a highly accessible and
graphically stylish picture book with an ultimately hopeful message about environmental issues
and the state of our oceans. An end map documents the widely scattered journey of the reallife plastic ducks, showing where they have been found, as well as facts about the ways plastic
is affecting various parts of the world.
When her five little ducks disappear one by one, Mother Duck sets out to find them, in a book
that includes a sound disc that contains both a sing-along and an instrumental version of the
song.
From the World of Eric Carle comes an adorable duck-shaped board book starring the 10 little
rubber ducks, just in time for spring! Little ones will love this shaped board book, especially
those just learning their numbers. Perfect for fans of All About the Very Hungry Caterpillar.
Count the 10 little rubber ducks as they swim downstream on a lovely spring day. Eric Carle’s
signature bright collage illustrations feature hatching chicks, a hopping bunny, blossoming
flowers, and more spring-time scenes that make this is a great gift for Easter. And the book’s
duck shape is just the right size for little hands!
Looks at the sounds made by such familiar animals as hens, chicks, lambs, goats, dogs, cats,
horses, cows, and ducks
YA. Written in diary format. The thoughts of a confused teenager. 11 yrs+

Introduces ducklings and describes how they are cared for by their mother and
gradually become more independent as they grow.
When her five little ducks disappear one by one, Mother Duck sets out to find them. On
board pages.
Join Ernie and his friends for a counting adventure in this fun, hands-on board book!
Join Ernie and his friends on Sesame Street as they try to find five little rubber duckies.
With touch and trace elements perfect for little hands and plastic duckies to push and
count along, this book is the perfect story time activity for early learners.
Rain is falling, and these siblings know just how to enjoy it: raincoats, rubber boots,
puddle jumping, swimming ducks, and wiggling worms! A thunderstorm sends the
children scrambling for home and a cup of hot cocoa. Maybe it will rain again tomorrow!
From the acclaimed creators of Wild One, A Good Day for Ducks is a child-centered
celebration of the joy that can be found in any rainy day. Jane Whittingham's spare but
sensory-laden text and Noel Tuazon's energetic and endearing illustrations are
packaged in a sturdy book format with padded cover, rounded corners, and extra-heavy
paper. The format is perfect for eager, little hands, while the sweet story will make even
the weariest of parents nostalgic for their own puddle-jumping days.
A snake is too greedy for his own good in this book and CD package illustrated by
children’s book legend Eric Carle and narrated by award-winning actor Stanley Tucci.
In this classic picture book from Richard Buckley and Eric Carle that includes a CD with
audio narration by Stanley Tucci, a greedy python eats every creature he comes across
in the jungle. From a tiny mouse to an enormous elephant, the eaten animals befriend
one another in the belly of the snake, where they team up and kick the inside of the
python until he spits them out. This humorous tale about manners, respect, and
friendship will delight readers—and listeners!
Learn to count down from 10 little ducks and back again! Number fun for little learners!
A tender and beautifully illustrated tale of a boy and his bird-watching uncle, on a
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paddling trip on Australia's Glenelg River. A story about slowing down, growing up, and
connecting with the land and its creatures...'All children need an Uncle Egg to open up
the magical world of nature. We all need to get outside, away from television,
computers and mobile phones, and what better way than a canoeing-camping trip? This
is a delightful story about the joy of the outdoors.' DAVID SUZUKI..''Rivertime' is a
quirky, charming immersion into the life of a waterway and into the life-lessons a river
can teach.' MAYA WARD (author of 'The Comfort of Water')
From early morning to bedtime, Little Duck enjoys exploring, playing with his friends,
learning to swim, and cuddling with his mother. On board pages.
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